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About This Content

"Neighbor's favorite songs" features 11 original songs by Rockit Gaming. You get both .mp3 and .wavs! Each track is at least 3
minutes long, and has been mastered specifically for this OST. Your songs will download into the HelloNeighborOST directory,

next to the main game.

1 - Alone With You
2 - Get You Gone
3 - Stir the Truth

4 - Afraid of the Dark
5 - Die Another Day

6 - Hey Neighbor
7 - Watch Your Back

8 - The Neighbor Knows
9 - Alone With You (DJ Trickshot Remix)
10 - Get You Gone (DJ Trickshot Remix)

11 Get You Gone (ft Julie Neff)
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A very humorous game poking fun at all the traditional RPG cliches. Also... female armor! >=3. This is a visually stunning
game that flows wonderfully...I see some comparisons to Diablo and such, and there's some of that..in the best sense...and also
has kind of a Torchlight feel as well, which is nice. Very happy to have gotten this game. It's in it;s early stages, and in a sense,
so am I as I write this. Admittedly, it's quite a task to move around with ease (I'm using Keyboard\/Mouse)...walking around
feels like driving around in Grand Theft Auto III...that kind of wonky feel, yet still I am getting tremendous enjoyment from
Blackfaun thus far. TL;DR: Comparisons to other games are much more blessing than curse; and the positives completely
outshine the negatives. No regrets about getting Blackfaun, and lots to look forward to! Enthusiastic thumbs up from me! :). Still
to this day, a hidden gem of a game.. The fast-paced, arena action of Metal Drift will easily satisfy your craving for a quick
action game, and the multiplayer is phenomenal. The graphics are nice and the framerate is steady. The controls take some
getting used to, but are actually quite good. There's absolutely no story whatsoever in Metal Drift, but the announcer during
games is actually more entertaining than you'd think.

With 5 arenas, and a leveling system that allows players to unlock new weapons and tank upgrades, Metal Drift is an absolutely
excellent first-person tank soccer sim.. This is NOT your typical Tower Defense game. It does have a couple of gun turrets that
can be placed in the level, but It is more of a a puzzle\/defense game.

It's different than most games of it's genre. It is a thinking man's game with different ways to pass a level. You first select a
level, then decide what kind of traps, blockades, guns, bombs and other devices you want to bring into the level to beat it. You
do have a budget, so you must choose wisely from a list and cannot take too much into the levels with you. You can change the
difficulty settings in the Options menu and it will give you more starting cash.

Basically, enemies will try to kill your kitten! You must stop them at all costs!!! This is a serious trial and error type of game.
The maps get more difficult and placement of things sometimes requires A LOT of trial and error!!! You will most likely fail
your first few (or more) attempts on each map. You don't seem to get penalized for failing though.

TIP: To look at the map before playing it, close your inventory screen by clicking the minus button at the top right corner of the
inventory screen. The whole map will be revieled. Then reopen the inventory screen by clicking the "Inventory" button at the
bottom of the screen.

It is an average game done well. Seems polished and works great on my 2015 MacBook Pro! Like I said, it's fun, but it's not
really your "traditional" Tower Defense game. I do like it so far! I recommend it to fans of puzzle games and kitten lovers! :-)
Get it on sale now!

Hardware Overview:

Model Name: MacBookPro 11,5 (Mid 2015)
Processor Name: Intel Core i7
Processor Speed: 2.8 GHz
Number of Processors: 1
Total Number of Cores: 4
L2 Cache (per Core): 256 KB
L3 Cache: 6 MB
Memory: 16 GB Type: DDR3 Speed: 1600 MHz
Video Card: AMD Radeon R9 M370X, VRAM 2048 MB

Operating System: OS X El Capitan version 10.11.6 (64 bit OS). Finally an American football game on Steam! And yet, this
review, at best, is a neutral review.

Don't get me wrong, it can be entertaining! And I dont regret the purchase. And the dev is great! Very friendly, and seems really
dedicated to the game. Its just so....lacking. Literally.

I'll list the cons first, then the pros, to end the review on a good note!
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The season mode feels so basic. There is no stats, schedule, nothing. In fact, it feels more like it just randomly generates a
matchup to play after each game played. To show what I mean by generating a matchup after each game, this is an experience I
had in my season. I was the New England Volunteers( New England Patriots, fyi) and I had to play the New Orleans Crusaders(
New Orleans Saints.) I played them as the road team, on, Week 4. On Week 6, I again played the Crusaders, in the Crusaders
stadium. The endzones had the Crusaders name in both games. One was played in clear weather, the next in the rain.

Next, the playbooks. Ok I love to strategize about football. One thing I love about Madden video games, is to look at the
playbooks to see all the different plays, formations, etc. Axis football, instead has a tiny playbook. I counted the plays.
Offensively, there is 45 plays, counting Speacial Teams plays. There are 45 defensive plays, counting the special teams, again.
Not much variety. The game is broke down into two(2) 5 minute halves. With limited plays, you'll probably use the same play
anywhere between 5-20 times A GAME. For me, most second halves are dull. But, hey, thats just me. Just needed to point it
out.

The Ai needs a whole new overhaul. Really.
There isn't probably, a game that you dont eventually know how to defeat and counter the Ai. But this, this Ai is so simple and
easy to beat. Even on the hardest setting, I still won and even earned an achievement from it! In this case, it was for the
Comeback Kids achievement. Gotta overcome a 21+ halftime deficit. Even on the hardest possible difficulty, I had to goof off
for the first half, just to ensure the Ai was ahead by 21+ points. I won 36-35, even with the clock bugging out, and not stopping
when it should have! On another football game, I would've lost. On Axis Football 2015, I dont think its possible for the Ai to
win, unless you play horribly, or your team's ratings are lower than the Ai, but thats still winnable.

Next the price. For what they're asking for it, this game lacks in. I bought the game during the promo sale, with 10% off. The
game is not worth $20. Given the current state its in, 5-7 bucks is its worth at max. Maybe $10 since its the only one on Steam.

Bugs abound, but none seem to be game-breaking, thankfully. How many times has the playbook glitched after an interception,
or kickoff, showing offensive plays, when Im on defense? Its super annoying. And, the worst case of it struck AFTER 1.4 came
out! Most of the second half for me, I was stuck using my Nickel formation, since every other formation showed my offensive
playbook. Still won, and not game breaking, but still.

I'll now list the few pros:
Creative take on the team names.
A step up from Backyard football.
Good dev, even if experience is a little lacking.

Final thoughts.
Not a bad game, not a great game. Way too easy, even with the new passing mechanic. The game also lacks way to much in
game modes. Not even a practice mode(greatly needed) kicking game is wild, and even the roster modding seems to have gotten
off to a rocky start, according to some comments in the community hub.
The store page says this is a great alternative to playing Madden. Playing this, it greatly increases my desire to dig out any of my
Madden games and play them. Or any of my other football games, for that matter, though none are on the PC and obviously not
on Steam.
The dev also says hes in this for the long haul. However, its already been noted that next year, Axis Football 2016 will be
available for purchase, so its up to you to decide if the long haul means this game, or if whether in a few years Madden will have
a rival football game to compete with. Actually, I believe when I saw game play of this game, it was on Axis Football 2014, so it
would seem each year equals a new release, with, presumably, more game modes, etc.
The achievements are also easy to achieve. My first game with 100% achievements, and I earned them all in 9.0 hours of
gameplay exactly, according to Steam.

There are plenty of cons, yes. But, I still recommend to at least try it out. If anything, you can learn about the game of football.
Or experience a decent dev. Or relive the early days of football video games.
. nice game rly fun and chilling Btw this game support Xbox 360 Controller and for the price this is the most worthy game i
have ever bought
10\/10

the key for the chilling kicking in is to turn off sounds and playing your most loved music. I wish there would be a mixed
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option, because Ruzar is not a very bad game, it's just... clumsy in a way that feels nobody playtested it. Anyway, will keep
investing time into the game, but after 2 hours I would definitely not give it a thumbs up. Yet, I still enjoy it more than did the
lackluster Legend of Grimrock series (and no, I'm not new to dungeon crawlers, played the "original ones" in the late 80s, and
90s).

So, what's the problem with Ruzar? On the surface it seems like a decent dungeon crawler, while if you start playing it, it will be
fairly obvious that it's just flawed in many areas. Sadly, some of these doesn't require huge budget, so I have no idea why the
devs didn't fix them. Well, I have an idea, as I mentioned, it feels like nobody playtested it.

Let's start with the control \/ user interface:

- You want to remap a key. How does it work in an ordinary game? Click on the action you want to remap, hit the new key
(possibly remove key assignment from another action), then profit. In Ruzar? Click on the action you want to remap, then click
on the key assignment, EXACTLY to the left side of the assigned button, if you click on the right side, then the cursor will be
misplaced, so you have to move it to the left side. Then hit the new button and learn that it's already mapped to another action.
Ok, click on the another action (again, left side, left side!), map it to elsewhere. Then you can click on the original action you
wanted to remap and voil\u00e1, now it works. I don't think it could be made more difficult, even if someone wanted to...
- Can't map actions to space, tab, etc.
- You want to access the options menu (graphics, audio, etc)? How does it work in an ordinary game? Hit ESC, options, then
profit. In Ruzar? Hit ESC, save your game, go to main menu, options, then when you changed the options you wanted to do so,
load your game.
- You want to save your game? Quicksave works (thank God!), but if you want it to do manually, in an ordinary game you hit
ESC, save game, do your stuff and done. In Ruzar? Hit ESC, click save game, then exit from save game and go back to your
game. Why aren't you dropped back to at least the main menu after saving? Oh, by the way, saving... make sure that you don't
misclick, because next to the "save game" option there is load game. And if you misclick, you just loaded an old save. Oh, you
want to load your game? It can be done in the save game menu.
- You put a certain potion to a quick slot and either looted or purchased more at the vendor. In an ordinary game, it would be
stacked automatically to your quick slot. In Ruzar, you have to do it manually, because I don't know why.
- You just looted \/ purchased a new equipment. In an ordinary game you would get a comparison between your equipped item
and the one you looted or browse at the merchant. In Ruzar? You pixel hunt the equipped item, memorize the statistics, check
the other item, compare and decide.

And there are many more issues which may not seem a biggie alone, but when you are encountering them in every minute, you
just start losing interest.

Ok, now let's move to the game itself. It starts with a regular fantasy trope (you are a champion, hunting for a fabled artifact),
although it's definitely interesting that despite of being a great champion who is on an important quest, you are dispatched butt
naked without any equipment at all to get the job done. Certainly a novel approach, perhaps it will be explained later in the
story.

Anyhow, you start exploring areas, fight monsters and solve some puzzles. Puzzles and secret places seem a bit lackluster so far,
I encountered only a single type of secret switch by so far and a single type of secret lever. If there is a closed door, there is a
secret switch\/lever nearby and that's all.

Fight is fairly obvious, you can square dance if that's your thing. There is the option for ranged attack and magic. First I wanted
to go with a melee\/ranged character, but immediately realized that it's not a good idea. I mean, a single, simple arrow costs
more than a long bow (interesting economy) and I couldn't salvage them after shooting, so it seems like a messed up balance,
since at the beginning I would exhaust all of my money just by fighting two enemies with bow.

Fun fact: You can have multiple arrow types (which is great) and you have to select the arrow type you want to shoot. You have
only a single arrow type? No dice, you still have to select\/activate it, even if you have no other options, because... well, I just
gave up looking for reasons at this point.

One more thing which I'm particularly unhappy about, is the level design. As another reviewer pointed out, you will be offered
many, many paths, hallways and corridors while most of them lead to nowhere. Maybe to a trap, but usually nothing awaits you
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at the end. But perfectly serves the purpose to get lost, so you will spend (at least I did) a considerable amount of time frantically
looking at the map and trying to figure out:

- where the hell am I?
- which path I didn't explore?
- where did I miss a path in the already explored area?

Also prepare for lots of backtracking, a starter character has laughable inventory capacity, meaning, that if you fully equip your
character with armor, weapons and other trinkets, you get extremely limited amount of carrying weight for loot. There is a spell
to teleport you back to a previously visited place, but it's highly priced, so backtracking, backtracking, backtracking.

Conclusion? While it may seem that I hate this game (I don't) or that it's bad (no, it's not, but not good either), I recommend to
try it on sale. Especially that dungeon crawlers are extremely scarce nowadays. Just make sure that you are ready to
compromise.
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It's great tutorial video He did outstanding I will recamend it but persomely javascript much easier.
but thankyou for that video. Is it defense game?. Blackfaun is too early for access. It looks like it will eventually be a decent
rogue like. As it stands now, it is overly unclear what is happening (why am I picking up different colored hearts?, what does a
candle do?, etc) and it has some game breaking bugs. Example: After stage one my weapon dissapears and I get spammed with
error messages. This is not a one time occurance. It happens every time.

I look forward to changing my review when some of the major issues get resolved.. not worth it. Lewd content?
In your homestuck?
It's more likely than you think. Pitchford is nothing short of filth.

Borderlands is pretty good, though.. This is an engaging puzzle platformer with some mechanics we've seen before, however I
did enjoy the story and am planning on continuing through mystery mode.

http:\/\/youtu.be\/HrcjSdIpFn0
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